A moment resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting assembly for use in light frame building construction, particularly in shear walls, attached to a foundation. The improvement consists of providing an elongated thin metal strap attached to a wood structural member such that the strap and wood structural member conjointly act compositely and transmit substantial shear and moment forces from the elongated structural member to the foundation. Further enhanced transfer of shear and moment forces from the wood structural member to the foundation is effected by providing sufficient fasteners such as screws between the strap, a holdown, and the wood structural member to stitch the elements together so as to stiffen them and thereby prevent bending of the end of the holdown.
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MOMENT-RESISTING STRAP CONNECTION

This invention relates to a shear-resisting assembly, and a shear-resisting construction unit, in which a moment-resisting strap is attached to an elongated structural member subject to moment and shear forces. A typical use for the strap would be in a shear-resisting assembly such as a post attached to a foundation, or in a shear-resisting construction unit used in a building wall attached to a foundation, or it could simply be used for attachment of another structural wood member to a relatively immovable structure.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A recent development in the building industry, particularly for framed homes of either wood or metal, or for light commercial or apartment buildings is the use of prefabricated shear-resisting construction units in walls for resisting lateral forces imposed on the building. An example of one such shear-resisting construction unit used in walls is described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/975,940 filed Nov. 21, 1997. A commercial embodiment of a similar shear-resisting construction unit used in walls is illustrated in a brochure published by Simpson Strong-Tie Company, Inc. entitled “Strong-Wall™ Shearwall” and having a designator F-SW16HD 5/99 exp. 6/00 and bearing a copyright notice dated 1999. These shear-resisting construction units used as prefabricated components for walls provided a major step forward in providing consistent lateral resistance in buildings in the light frame industry.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Applicant found, however that such shear-resisting construction units could be greatly strengthened at little increase in cost, weight, and installation time by installing a moment-resisting strap at a crucial location in the structure in combination with a holdown connector and joined by adhesive or fastener elements such as wood screws.

The strengthened construction unit results from a composite effect in which the moment-resisting strap acts in combination with other elements to give a far greater resistance to shear and moment forces than would have been possible had the elements acted alone instead of compositely together.

The theory of the operation of these elements is further described in the specification under the headings “Operation of the Moment-resisting Elongated Strap in the First Shear Resisting-assembly; “Operation of the First and Second Moment-resisting elongated straps in the Shear-resisting Construction Unit”, and “Composite Effect”.

A further enhancement effect occurs when the screws are used in sufficient number and in sufficiently close spacing to literally stitch substantially the entire back of the holdown to the moment-resisting strap and to a substantial portion of the wood structure so that a shear-resisting assembly of substantial length is stiffened and acts as a stiffened unit to transmit bending moments from the elongated wood structure to the foundation. Such a unit is extremely effective in reducing premature failure in the wood structural member due to bending. The moment resisting elongated strap extends to or slightly beyond the lower extremity of the holdown. The stitching effect of the multiple screws causes the holdown, a substantial portion of the moment resisting elongated strap, and a substantial portion of the elongated wood structure to act as a stiffened unit in resisting bending.

DESCRIPTION OF A BROAD FORM OF THE INVENTION

The present invention consists of a moment-resisting strap connection in a first shear-resisting assembly. In a broad form of the invention, the shear-resisting assembly includes a relatively immovable member and an elongated structural member subject to lateral and shear forces.

The moment-resisting strap connection includes an elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with elongated structural member and attached with first attachment means at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of the structural member to the relatively immovable member; a holdown member formed with or without longitudinal stiffening means and having a face member positioned in abutting relation to the elongated moment-resisting strap and eccentrically operably connected to the relatively immovable member; and a plurality of second attachment means connecting a substantial portion of the face member of the holdown 8 to the elongated moment-resisting strap 1 and the elongated structural member 4, so as to transmit moment and shear forces from the structural member to the relatively immovable member.
[0016] For enhanced stiffening, the holdown should have longitudinal stiffening means such as flanges 9.

[0017] In a broad form of the invention, described under the heading “Preferred embodiment”, the shear-resisting construction unit 200 includes a pair of holdowns 8 and 8', first and second chords 28 and 29, a planar shear-resisting element 19 as well as other elements.

[0018] The relatively immovable member 3 may be a concrete foundation; the first attachment means 7 are wood screws; the stiffening means 9 is at least one flange connected to a substantial portion of the face member 10 of the holdown member. The eccentric connection includes an anchor 12 embedded in the relatively immovable member 3 connected to a bracket 13 on the holdown member 8 integrally connected to the holdown face member 10. The second attachment means 11 may be a plurality of wood screw fasteners.

[0019] In the moment-resisting strap connection, a substantial portion of face member 10 of holdown 8 including the lower end 14 is positioned in abutting relation to the elongated moment resisting strap 1. Note in FIG. 3 that the end 15 of the elongated strap 1 should extend to a point just beyond the lower end 14 of the holdown 8 for best results.

[0020] FIG. 3 illustrates a portion of the first shear-resisting assembly 2 and shear-resisting construction unit 200 shown in FIG. 1. Elongated structural member 4 may be a double stud member. If the double stud member were simply a stand alone post anchored to a concrete slab, as the illustration suggests, the moment-resisting strap connection of the present invention would operate equally successfully and in the same manner as described for the preferred embodiment.

[0021] Another use for the moment-resisting strap connection would be within a building structure where the holdowns are connected to a wood portion of the structure instead of to the concrete foundation. Again, the moment-resisting strap connection would be equally effective.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0022] In the preferred embodiment the moment resisting strap connection is used in a shear-resisting construction unit 200 which is used in light-frame building as a sub-component specifically designed to resist lateral forces imposed on the building such as those caused by an earthquake or by wind loading. Shear-resisting construction unit 200, as previously stated is fully described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/975,940 and is sold extensively by the Simpson Strong-Tie Company, Inc. under the trademark Strong-Wall™.

[0023] As previously stated and as shown in FIG. 1, the relatively immovable member 3 can be a concrete foundation. Often, the shear resisting construction unit 200 will not rest on the foundation directly, but rather on a floor diaphragm resting on the foundation. In this case, the underlying relatively immovable member 3 becomes the floor diaphragm and the foundation. When the shear resisting construction unit 200 occurs at the second or third level of the building, the relatively immovable member 3 is the supporting floor diaphragms, lower levels and the foundation of the building.

[0024] The shear-resisting construction unit 200 is formed with a bottom plate 16 that rests on the underlying relatively immovable member 3 of the building. The bottom plate 16 is connected to the relatively immovable member 3 by anchor means 17 for connecting the bottom plate 16 to the relatively immovable member 3 of the building. In standard frame construction, a plurality of vertically-disposed studs are disposed on top of the bottom plate. These studs are connected to the bottom plate by fasteners, such as nails, for connecting the plurality of vertically-disposed studs to the bottom plate. A top plate is supported by and rests on the vertically-disposed studs. The top plate is connected to the vertically-disposed studs by means for connecting the top plate to the vertically-disposed studs.

[0025] The wall incorporates the shear-resisting construction unit 200 that is connected to the top plate of the wall and is also connected to the relatively immovable member 3. These connections allow lateral forces on the top plate of the wall and on the relatively immovable member 3 to be transmitted to the shear-resisting construction unit 200. The shear-resisting construction unit 200 is disposed between the top plate and the relatively immovable member 3. The shear-resisting construction unit 200 has a planar shear-resisting element 19. The planar shear-resisting element 19 has a proximal face 20, a distal face 21, a top edge 22, a bottom edge 23 and first and second side edges 24 and 25. The shear-resisting construction unit 200 includes a top strut 26 connected to the proximal face 20, and the top edge 22 of the shear-resisting element 19. The top strut 26 is disposed substantially parallel to the top plate of the wall. The shear-resisting construction unit 200 includes a bottom strut 27 connected to the proximal face 20 near the bottom edge 23 of the shear-resisting element 19. A first chord 28 is connected to the proximal face 20 near the first side edge 24 of the shear-resisting element 19. A second chord 29 is also connected to the proximal face 20 near the second side edge 25 of the shear-resisting element 19. The top and bottom struts 26 and 27 and the first and second chords 28 and 29 are connected to the shear-resisting element 19 by means such as nails or screw for connecting the top strut 26, the bottom strut 27, the first chord 28 and the second chord 29 to the shear-resisting element 19. The top and bottom struts 26 and 27 and the first and second chords 28 and 29 form a supporting frame for the shear-resisting element 19.

[0026] The shear-resisting construction unit 200 is connected to the top plate of the wall by means such as screws and is connected to the foundation 3 of the building by means 30.

[0027] In the preferred form of the invention, the bottom plate 16 of the wall, the plurality of vertically-disposed studs resting on the bottom plate 16, the top plate of the wall, the shear-resisting element 19 of the shear-resisting construction unit 200, the top and bottom struts 26 and 27 of the shear-resisting construction unit 200, and the first and second chords 28 and 29 of the shear-resisting construction unit 200 are all made of wood or wood composites. These members can also be made of steel or synthetic building materials.

[0028] As shown in FIG. 1, in the preferred form of the invention, when the relatively immovable member 3 is the foundation of the building, the means 17 for connecting the bottom plate 16 to the foundation 3 of the building are
foundation anchors in the shape of bolts bent to form a mechanical interlock with the foundation. The inventor has found 1/4" diameter ASTM A307 or A36 foundation anchors embedded to a proper depth to be sufficient for most foundations. The length of the foundation anchors, the spacing between foundation anchors and placement of the foundation anchors in the foundation are determined according to the forces that are imposed on the wall and the strength of the foundation. The means 17 for connecting the bottom plate 16 to the foundation 3 of the building can also be strap anchors, mudsill anchors, bolts, retrofit bolts, foundation plate holdowns, straps, ties or a combination thereof. When the relatively immovable member 3 consists of a floor diaphragm and the foundation of the building, the means 30 for connecting the bottom plate 16 to the relatively immovable member 3 of the building can be nails, screws, bolts, retrofit bolts, framing anchors, angles, ties, plates, straps or a combination thereof. When the relatively immovable member 3 consists of a floor diaphragm, a supporting wall and the foundation, the means 30 for connecting the shear-resisting construction unit 200 rests directly on the relatively immovable member 3.

As shown in FIG. 1, the shear-resisting construction unit 200 rests directly on the relatively immovable member 3.

The first and second chords 28 and 29 of the shear-resisting construction unit 200 may rest directly on the foundation 3. This prevents the plate 16 from being crushed when moment reactions exert compressive forces on the first and second chords 28 and 29.

The means 30 for connecting the shear-resisting construction unit 200 to the relatively immovable member 3 is a foundation anchor anchored to the relatively immovable member 3. The foundation anchor is designed to transmit lateral forces imposed on the relatively immovable member 3 to the shear-resisting construction unit 200.

A washer 31 and a nut 32 can be added to improve the connection and provide resistance to uplift forces on the shear-resisting construction unit 200.

The shear-resisting construction unit 200 also has first and second anchor bolts 17 and 17' that are anchored to the relatively immovable member 3 and are disposed near the first and second chords 28 and 29. The first and second anchor bolts 17 and 17' are received by first and second holdowns 8 and 8'. Nuts 33, fitted onto the first and second anchor bolts 17 and 17', engage the first and second holdowns 8 and 8'. The first and second holdowns 8 and 8' are connected to the first and second chords 28 and 29 by screws.

When the shear-resisting construction unit 200 is sufficiently wide, the shear-resisting construction unit 200 is preferably made with intermediate studs 34 disposed between the top and bottom struts 26 and 27. Spacer blocks 71 and 72 in the present application are optional.

As shown in FIG. 1, the first and second chords 28 and 29 of the shear-resisting construction unit 200 are preferably formed from two elongated wood members 35, laminated together.

As an example, the shear resisting construction unit 200 may be constructed as follows: First and second chords 28 and 29 may each be constructed from a 2 1/4"x3"x90/6" SYP Glulam. Top strut 26 may be constructed from a 2 1/4"x3"x48" SYP Glulam. Bottom strut 27 may be constructed from a 2 1/4"x3"x42" SYP Glulam with two 1x1 3/4" slots 36, 1/8" from the end of the bottom strut, and two 1/2x3x1 3/8" slots 37 6/4" from the end of the bottom strut, and one 1 1/2x3x1 3/4" slot 38, centered in the bottom chord. Intermediate studs 34 may be 1 1/2"x3"x87/8" and each installed with two 19dx3" nails from the top and bottom. Planar shear resisting element 19 may be a single OSB.
(Structural 1) 47¾"x92½"x1542" nailed to the struts 26 and 27, and chords 28 and 29. Metal edge strips, not shown in the drawings are nailed to the edges of struts 26 and 27 and chords 28, and 29. Metal plates 39 connect the bottom ends of chords 28 and 29 to bottom strut 27. Holdowns 8 and 8’ are attached to chords 28 and 29 as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2.

[0040] The moment resisting elongated straps 1 installed on first and second chords 28 and 29 should have a width equal to or slightly less than the width of the chords and have a length extending a substantial portion of the length of the chords and having a thickness and specification calculated for the particular forces required by the specification engineer and or code requirement. The moment resisting elongated straps should terminate at a point just beyond the lower end of the first and second holdowns 8 and 8’. A fastener pattern is illustrated in FIG. 4 and should be provided by the specification engineer and or code requirement. The fasteners should be 9/6 inch screws specified by the engineer or by the applicable building code.

[0041] Operation of the First Moment Resisting Elongated Strap in the First Shear-resisting Assembly

[0042] The operation of the first moment resisting elongated strap in the first shear-resisting assembly 2 of the present invention may be best understood by referring to FIGS. 1 and 3. When a shear force 6 acting upon elongated structural member 4 occurs, such as in a seismic event, upward forces are transferred through structural member 4 to the shear resisting assembly 2. Movement of structural member 4 upwardly is resisted by a resistant force 42 exercised by the foundation 3 or other relatively immovable member 3. The shear forces 6 are transmitted to the first holdown 8 along two paths. In the first path, shear force 6 is transmitted through elongated structural member 4 to first holdown member 8 directly through screw fasteners 11 to first holdown 8. In a second path, shear force 6 is transmitted by structural member 4 to first holdown 8 through screw fasteners 7 to first moment resisting strap 1; thence through screw fasteners 11. The shear forces 6 are then transmitted through the seat bracket 13 of the first holdown 8 to the threaded anchor bolt 12 and thence to the foundation 3.

[0043] Shear resistance forces 42 and 42’, acting downwardly along anchor bolt axis 43, cause moment forces 44 to be set up with moment arm lengths 45 equal to the distance between back face 46 of holdowns 8 and 8’ and center line 43 of anchor bolts 12. Shear force 6 thus causes moment resistance forces 42 to rotate the seat brackets 13 of holdowns 8 and 8’ in clockwise and counterclockwise directions as shown e.g. by arrow 44, thereby attempting to crush wood fibers 47 immediately adjacent seat brackets 13 of holdowns 8 and 8’. The moment forces such as moment force 44 further attempt to bend the lower portions of chords 28 and 29 in clockwise and counterclockwise directions respectively.

[0044] Because the stitching effect of multiple screws 11 binding holdowns 8 and 8’ to first and second moment resisting elongated straps 1 and 1’ cause first and second shear-resisting assemblies 2 and 2’, including holdowns 8 and 8’, a portion of first and second moment resisting elongated straps 1 and 1’ in registration with holdowns 8 and 8’ and the portions of chords 27 and 28 held by screws 11, to act as stiffening units, bending in chords 28 and 29 adjacent holdowns 8 and 8’ is reduced and thus the moment forces 44 are prevented from causing chords 28 and 29 to fail prematurely.

[0045] Operation of the First and Second Moment-Resisting Elongated Straps in the Shear-resisting Construction Unit

[0046] The operation of the first and second moment resisting elongated straps in the shear-resisting construction unit 200 of the present invention may be best understood by referring to FIGS. 1 and 3. When a shear force 6 acting upon shear-resisting construction unit 200 occurs, such as in a seismic event, upward forces are transferred through first and second chords 28 and 29 to the shear resisting assemblies 2 and 2’. Upward movement of first and second chords 28 and 29 is resisted by resistance forces 42 and 42’ exercised by the foundation 3 or other relatively immovable member 3. The shear forces 6 are transmitted to the first and second holdowns 8 and 8’ along two paths. In the first path, shear force 6 is transmitted through first and second chords 28 and 29 to first and second holdown member 8 and 8’ directly through screw fasteners 11 to first and second holdowns 8 and 8’.

[0047] In a second path, shear force 6 is transmitted by first and second chords 28 and 29 to first and second holdowns 8 and 8’ through screw fasteners 7 to first and second moment resisting straps 1 and 1’ and thence through screw fasteners 11.

[0048] The shear forces 6 are then transmitted through the seat brackets 13 of the first and second holdowns 8 and 8’ to the threaded anchor bolts 12 and 12’ and thence to the foundation 3.

[0049] Shear resistance force 42, acting downwardly along anchor bolt axis 43, causes a moment force 44 to be set up with a moment arm length 45 equal to the distance between back face 46 of holdown 8 and center line 43 of anchor bolt 12. Moment force 6 thus causes moment resistance force 42 to rotate the seat bracket 13 of holdown 8 in a clockwise direction as shown by arrow 44, thereby attempting to crush wood fibers 47 immediately adjacent seat bracket 13 of holdown 8. The moment force 44 further attempts to bend the lower portion of structural member 4 in a clockwise direction as shown in FIG. 3.

[0050] Because the stitching effect of multiple screws 11 binding holdown 8 to first moment resisting elongated strap 1 causes first shear-resisting assembly 2, including holdown 8, a substantial portion of first moment resisting elongated strap 1 in registration with holdown 8 and a substantial portion of elongated structural member 4 held by screws 11, to act as a stiffening unit of substantial length, bending in elongated structural member 4 adjacent holdown 8 is reduced and thus the moment force 44 is prevented from causing structural member 4 to fail prematurely.

[0051] Shear forces can also be caused by lateral forces 5 acting on the shear resisting construction unit 200. Such a lateral force 5 translates to an upward force component acting on second chord 29 and is resisted by the same elements in the same manner discussed immediately above.

[0052] Lateral force 5 acting upon the shear resisting construction unit 200 has resulted in a limitation of the
structure to meet higher moment forces resulting from specific seismic and wind events.

[0053] Specifically, referring to FIG. 3, it may be seen that a shear force 6 acting along axis 41 of second chord 29 is resisted by a resistance force 42 acting downwardly along axis 43 of threaded anchor 12. These two equal and opposite shear forces result in a moment force indicated by arrow 44 in FIG. 3 having a moment arm 45 equal to the distance between axis 42 of the threaded bolt 12 and the axis 41 of the second chord 29. Moment force 44, prior to the provision of moment resisting elongated strap 1 caused the lower end 14 of holdown to bend and rotate the same direction as moment force 44 indicated by the arrow. This bending of the end of the holdown caused two problems. First, the bending of end 14 of holdown 8 caused localized crushing of the wood fibers adjacent to the end 14 of holdown 8. This crushing of the wood fibers 47 caused a weakening of the second chord 29 in compression. Second, bending of the end 14 of the holdown 8 set up a rotational force in the second chord 29 in the same direction as arrow 44. Under certain severe conditions, the onset of failure of the wood second chord 29 was detected which could result in a premature failure of the entire shear resisting assembly 2. After detecting the results of the tremendous moment forces in the structure, efforts were made to reduce the eccentricity and resulting moment forces resulting from the distance 45 between threaded bolt axis 43 and second chord axis 41. Various forms of holdowns were tried with limited results. Since it is presently unknown how to eliminate all eccentricity, the present solution of providing a moment resisting elongated strap member 1 was proposed. Since a thin metal strap has a negligible resistance to bending and since holdowns were using bolts for attachment of the holdown to the wood chord 29, some, but not significant improvement was noted. The breakthrough occurred when the holdown 8 was attached to the first moment resisting elongated strap 1 and the second wood chord member by attachment means deployed along a substantial portion of the length of the holdown 8.

[0054] The attachment means may be accomplished by adhesive, or fasteners such as nails, screws, or bolts in predrilled bores. The important criteria is using all attachment means is that looseness or slip between the wood structure and the moment resisting elongated strap be minimized.

[0055] A preferred best mode moment resisting elongated strap 1 is illustrated in FIGS. 4, 5 and 6. As an example, strap 1 may be of 12 gauge steel having a length of 51 1/4" and a width of 2 1/4". In a best mode form, using screw fasteners, openings should be formed in the metal as follows: In the upper portion of strap 1, openings 70 should be formed and spaced at intervals of about 5 1/2" with an end edge spacing of about 3 1/2". The openings should be staggered with a side edge distance of about 5/2".

[0056] The openings 110 in the strap 1 for registration with the openings in the holdown, must, however, have a much closer spacing. When used with screws, e.g. twenty 1/2" screws are required to hold the loads imposed and which must be transferred from the elongated wood structural member 4, for example, to the holdowns 8 and 8'. Typically the openings 110 are arranged in three rows with the spacing in each row being staggered as typically required to prevent wood splitting. Typically, the longitudinal spacing between any opening of each of the three rows should be a minimum of 5/2" with an edge distance of between 5/4" to 5/2". The center row of staggered screws should have an edge spacing of 1 1/4". The distance of the lowermost openings 110 should be about 6" from the lower edge of the strap 1.

[0057] Selection of an elongated strap 1 interposed between the metal holdown 8 and the wood structural member resulted in three different benefits which conjoinly resulted in the ability of the connection to safely withstand greater shear and moment forces.

[0058] The first objective in transferring large shear forces from the wood frame to the foundation is fairly straightforward. By providing a long strap 1, shear loads were transferred through the spaced fasteners 7 over a relatively long distance. Rather than concentrating the load transfer from the wood member 4 only at closely spaced screws 11 at the holdown 8. By taking the shear load out of the wood member 4 beginning at the top of the strap and transferring it to the metal strap 1, by the time the shear forces in the wood member 4 approached the holdown, much of the stress had already been transferred to the metal strap 1. This arrangement enabled the holdown to be shortened, thereby reducing the weight and length of the holdown 4.

[0059] While the elongated strap 1 transferred shear forces effectively, a much more important solution to the moment forces 44 initiating in the holdown 8 occurred. Premature failures in chords 28 and 29 due to lateral shear forces 5 imposed on shear-resisting construction unit 200 were curbed. The reasons for this sudden successful result are not readily apparent.

[0060] Composite Effect

[0061] Two analogies are set forth to explain the success of the elongated strap 1 are herein suggested.

[0062] First, consider the action of a steel rebar in a concrete beam. It is well known that placing the high tension steel rebar in the lower part of the concrete beam counters the bending moment and enables the beam to carry much greater loads. The key to the success of the rebar element is it's ability to remain within and in interlocking contact with the concrete for a relatively long distance without slipping. In other words, the forces in the lower portion of the concrete are only transferred to the rebar to place it in tension, if the forces are distributed along a substantial length of the rebar without slipping in relation to the concrete. In like manner, shear forces must be distributed along a substantial portion of the elongated strap 1 of the present invention without slipping. This is accomplished by fastening the steel strap 1 either continuously by adhesives, or at frequent intervals by fasteners such as wood screws. This jinder of elements, causes the elements to act conjoinly, resulting in a composite effect.

[0063] A second analogy also is instructive in understanding the result obtained by use of an elongated strap 1. Consider for example, the need to span a relatively long distance in building construction. If one were to use three elements, and arrange them in the configuration of an "I", namely a wood beam on edge for a web and two boards with one placed on its side at the top of the web board and a second board on its side at the bottom of the web board, if none of the boards were connected this three element
"beam" would have a relatively low threshold in its ability to hold loads. On the other hand, if all three boards were continuously or nearly continuously joined together, we now have what is commonly known as an "I" beam which has well known characteristics in holding large loads over relatively long spans.

[0064] Again, applying the foregoing analogy to the present invention, the combined wood frame member 4 and the elongated strap 1, if not joined together, have little additional ability to withstand moment forces. On the other hand, if continuously or joined at relatively short intervals, the combined or composite assembly can resist much greater moment forces if the members are not permitted to slip relative to one another over a substantial portion of their length.

[0065] In addition to the increased moment and shear resistance due to the use of a strap 1, further enhanced moment resistance is achieved by using a holdown with longitudinal stiffening means such as is provided with at least one and preferably two flanges 9. Thus the entire assembly acting cooperatively as a sandwich by the stitching effect of the multiple fasteners which stitch the entire assembly together composed of the flange 9, the back face 46 of holdown 8, the moment resisting elongated strap 1 and the wood second chord member 29 provides a moment resisting structure to prevent the bending of the end 14 of holdown 8. The effect of this stiffening structure has been the increased ability of the shear resisting assembly 2 to withstand greater forces imposed by seismic and wind events. While a detailed operation of the forces on second chord member 29 and first holdown 8 has been described, A similar operation of shear and moment forces occurs on holdown 8 and first chord 28 when a reversal of lateral forces 5 occurs and is not repeated for purposes of brevity. Thus for a relatively small expenditure of money in replacing bolts with screws and the addition of a moment resisting elongated strap in the form of a relatively thin metal strap, greatly improved structural strengthening has been achieved.

[0066] It is recommended that screws 7 and 11 be special shear resistant wood screws manufactured by Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. and sold under the designation SDS™16x3 or SDS™14x6 for best results. These screws are fully described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,109,850 granted Aug. 29, 2000.

I claim:

1. A moment-resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting assembly including an elongated wood structural member subject to moment and shear forces operatively connected to a relatively immovable member comprising:

   a. a metal elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said elongated wood structural member and attached with first attachment means at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that said strap and wood structural member conjointly act compositely and substantial shear and moment forces are operatively transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said elongated structural member to said relatively immovable member;

   b. a metal holdown member having a face member positioned in abutting relation to said elongated moment-resisting strap and eccentrically operably connected to said relatively immovable member; and

   c. second attachment means connecting said face member of said holdown to said elongated moment-resisting strap and said elongated wood structural member, so as to stiffen said shear-resisting assembly and transmit greater moment and shear forces from said elongated structural member to said relatively immovable member.

2. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 1 wherein:

   a. said relatively immovable member is a concrete foundation

3. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 1 wherein:

   a. said first attachment means are wood screws.

4. A moment-resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting assembly including an elongated wood structural member subject to moment and shear forces operatively connected to a relatively immovable member comprising:

   a. a metal elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said elongated wood structural member and attached with first attachment means at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said elongated structural member to said immovable member;

   b. a metal holdown member formed with longitudinal stiffening means and having a face member positioned in abutting relation to said elongated moment-resisting strap and eccentrically operably connected to said relatively immovable member; and

   c. a plurality of second attachment means stitching a substantial portion of said face member of said holdown to said elongated moment-resisting strap and said elongated wood structural member, so as to stiffen said shear-resisting assembly and transmit greater moment and shear forces from said elongated structural member to said relatively immovable member.

5. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 4 wherein:

   a. said stiffening means is at least one flange connected to a substantial portion of said face member of said holdown member.

6. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 1 wherein:

   a. said operable eccentric connection includes an anchor embedded in said relatively immovable member connected to a bracket on said holdown member integrally connected to said holdown face member.

7. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 4 wherein:

   a. said second attachment means is a plurality of wood screw fasteners.

8. A moment-resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting assembly including an elongated wood structural member subject to moment and shear forces operatively connected to a concrete foundation comprising:
a. a metal elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said elongated structural member and attached with wood screws at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said elongated wood structural member to said foundation;

b. a holdown member formed with at least one flange connected to a substantial portion of a face member of said holdown member and said face member having a substantial portion including a lower end positioned in abutting relation to said elongated moment-resisting strap and connected to an anchor embedded in said foundation which is connected to a bracket integrally connected to said holdown face member; and

c. a plurality of wood screws stitching a substantial portion of said face member of said holdown to said elongated moment-resisting strap and to a substantial length and cross section of said elongated structural wood member such that said shear-resisting assembly is stiffened and substantially greater shear and moment forces are transmitted from said elongated wood structural member to said concrete foundation.

9. A moment-resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting construction unit including a first shear resisting assembly subject to moment and shear forces including an elongated wood structural member operatively connected to a concrete foundation comprising:

a. a metal elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said elongated structural member and attached with first wood screws at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that said strap and wood structural member conjointly act compositely and substantially shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said elongated structural member to said concrete foundation;

b. a metal holdown member connected to a substantial portion of a face member of said holdown member and said face member having a substantial portion including a lower end positioned in abutting relation to said elongated moment-resisting strap and connected to an anchor embedded in said foundation which is connected to a bracket integrally connected to said holdown face member; and

c. second wood screws connecting said face member of said holdown to said elongated moment-resisting strap and to said elongated structural member such that said first shear resisting assembly is stiffened and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from said elongated structural member to said concrete foundation.

10. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 9 wherein said shear-resisting construction unit including a second shear-resisting assembly comprises:

a. a second elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with a second elongated structural member and attached with wood screws at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that said second strap and said second wood structural member conjointly act compositely and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said second elongated structural member to said concrete foundation;

b. a second holdown member connected to a substantial portion of a face member of said second holdown member and said face member having a substantial portion including a lower end positioned in abutting relation to said second elongated moment-resisting strap and connected to a second anchor embedded in said foundation which is connected to a bracket integrally connected to said second holdown face member;

c. second attachment means connecting said face member of said second holdown to said second elongated moment-resisting strap and to a substantial length and cross section of said second elongated structural wood member such that said second shear resisting assembly is stiffened and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from said second elongated structural member to said concrete foundation; and

d. a planar shear-resisting element joining said first and second elongated structural members for conjoint shear force transfer.

11. A moment-resisting strap connection in a shear-resisting construction unit including a first shear resisting assembly subject to moment and shear forces including an elongated wood structural member operatively connected to a concrete foundation comprising:

a. a metal elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said elongated wood structural member and attached with first wood screws at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that said strap and wood structural member conjointly act compositely and substantially shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said elongated wood structural member to said concrete foundation;

b. a metal holdown member formed with at least one flange connected to a substantial portion of a face member of said holdown member and said face member having a substantial portion including a lower end positioned in abutting relation to said elongated moment-resisting strap and connected to an anchor embedded in said foundation which is connected to a bracket integrally connected to said holdown face member; and

c. a plurality of second wood screws stitching a substantial portion of said face member of said holdown to said elongated moment-resisting strap and to a substantial length and cross section of said elongated structural member such that said first shear resisting assembly is stiffened and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from said elongated structural member to said concrete foundation.

12. A moment-resisting strap connection as defined in claim 11 wherein said shear-resisting construction unit including a second shear-resisting assembly which in turn includes a second elongated wood structural member comprises:

a. a second elongated moment-resisting strap positioned in registration with said second elongated structural member and attached with first wood screws at sufficient multiple locations and in a manner such that said
second strap and said second wood structural member conjointly act compositey and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from a substantial length and cross section of said second elongated structural member to said concrete foundation;

b. a second holdown member formed with at least one flange connected to a substantial portion of a face member of said second holdown member and said face member having a substantial portion including a lower end positioned in abutting relation to said second elongated moment-resisting strap and connected to a second anchor embedded in said foundation which is connected to a bracket integrally connected to said second holdown face member;

c. a plurality of second wood screws stitching a substantial portion of said face member of said second holdown to said second elongated moment-resisting strap and to a substantial length and cross section of said second elongated structural member such that said second shear resisting assembly is stiffened and substantial shear and moment forces are transmitted from said second elongated structural member to said concrete foundation; and

d. a planar shear-resisting element joining said first and second elongated structural members for conjoint shear force transferal.
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